







































































































Recall that if P B ooo
then PLANE PELT IAEA
To give Some
intuition using a specific

example
Roll a fair die Then

Let A outcome is even

2,4 6
Let B outcome 3

45,63
What is the prob of A
given B
Given that B occurs
A also occurs if outcome

is 4 or 6 or if
ANB 4,63 occurs

Since B has 3 outcomes
divide by 3 to get
PLA B a 3

Eton tomesin B also in A
of outcomes

U B

Conditional Probability 
(cont’d from Jan 24)










































































































PIA B EE ITB also in A

outcomes in B

This example
illustrates the intuition
behind the definition
of PLA B for the

specific case where
A B are trite
and P is the

counting probability
but
PLA B PATH

can be used for any
S A B and P as long
as PCB 0










































































































Now return to the blood test
example A person has disease

Be person tests positive
Q2 what is the prob that

a person who tests
positive has the disease

This is PLAID
93 What is the prob that a

person who has the disease
test positive

this is P BLA
Comments

In translating English
to a conditional
prob look for words
like

assuming that

given that
if
conditioned on

the event
The represents an










































































































event to be conditioned
on

In the phrase what is
the prob that given
that some event B
occurs the n is
an event A for
which you are

considering PLAIB
For any BEF with
P B 0 FElB
a valid prob measure

ftp.jisavatodqiifdpteand
PUB Pl are defined
on the same GF so

for example PCAV4 B PCAB t
Pla B Plano B

and PLASB L PLAYB
for any A BEEF with P B to











































































































From the defer of cand
prob we have two
expressions for Plan B
PLAND PLABPCB and

PLANB PLBLASPLA

assuming that PCA o and
PCB 0 so

PLA B PCB PLBIA PLA

or 1144174445ft
this is the first form

of Bayes Theorem me will
encounter
Note that PLANBIPLBIARA
is not Bayes theorem this

is just a restatement
of the defn of cond prob
Sometimes we know
PLBIA PLAS PCB AC but

not B How can we find
PIB

Bayes’ Theorem











































































































let An An form a

partition of S meaning each
outcome is in exactly one

Ai or É Ai S and

Air Aj 0 fit
then the Total prob Law

TPD States that

PCB EY PLBIADPL.AT if

PLAN O

Proof FCB P Bnsf setalgebd
PLACEAEHTopIII
PCE BRAD other steps

to bebeyptmainedSo PLAELPBRAD Student

É PLBLADRAD
Combing Bayes and the

The Total Probability Law










































































































TFL gives

PLAIBEPPETIATIILATPIAS

for the case n 2

with A A Az A

Example worry the TPL
Experiment Have a full
well shuttled deck Set

aside the first card
without looking at it

Deal the second card

What w the prob that
the second card is an

ace Consider the event

B second card is an ace

Then we can use

the partition An first
card is an ace and






















































Al and the TPL says

So the prob that the
second card is an

ace if we do not

know what the first
card was is

REFIT


